DON’T LET FAKE CLINICS IN OUR HOME.

DON’T BE FooLED
wvfree.org/fakeclinics
#ExposeFakeClinics
THE TRUTH ABOUT FAKE CLINICS

FAKE CLINICS deceptively advertise by posing as comprehensive reproductive health clinics.

FAKE CLINICS do not provide honest or accurate medical information. They give people inaccurate medical information in order to delay their access to medical care.

FAKE CLINICS claim to offer unbiased counseling, but instead they shame, mislead and pressure people not to have abortions.

FAKE CLINICS are often unregulated and unlicensed.

FAKE CLINICS target the most vulnerable populations—young people, low-income people, and people of color—by opening in their communities.

FAKE CLINICS’ deceptive tactics can be harmful because they can prevent pregnant people from making informed health care decisions, cause delay in seeking actual care, and may fail to diagnose medical conditions or problems with the pregnancy.

SIGN OUR PLEDGE

TELL LEGISLATORS THAT YOU OPPOSE FAKE CLINICS AND THEIR DECEPTIVE TACTICS AND BELIEVE IN HONESTY AND TRANSPARENCY IN NOT ONLY LICENSED HEALTH CARE CLINICS, BUT RESOURCE CENTERS AS WELL:


wvfree.org/fakeclinics

#ExposeFakeClinics